QIBA Lung Nodule Assessment in CT Screening Writing Group
7 December 2012 at 10 AM CST

Call Summary

In attendance:
Samuel G. Armato, III, PhD (Co-Chair)  Michael McNitt-Gray, PhD  RSNA:
James L. Mulshine, MD (Co-Chair)      Mathias Prokop, MD, PhD  Fiona Miller
Andrew J. Buckler, MS                  James G. Ravenel, MD  Madeleine McCoy
Philip F. Judy, PhD                    Jenifer Siegelman, MD, MPH
Ella A. Kazerooni, MD

Discussion Topics

• The title of the group was confirmed:
  o QIBA Lung Nodule Assessment in CT Screening Writing Group
• The draft mission statement was discussed as follows:
  o Foster adoption of pragmatic standards for reproducible CT scan acquisition for nodule characterization
    and quantitation of biologically meaningful longitudinal volume changes and defined range of variance
    across vendor platforms.
• Mr. Buckler to incorporate the Profile changes from Drs. Gierada and Mulshine into one document which will be
• Goals for the next call include:
  o All members to review the merged Profile and offer feedback in relation to the mission statement on
    the next t-con.
  o Dr. McNitt-Gray was volunteered to lead the next t-con due to his previous work on the advanced stage
    profile.
    ▪ Dr. McNitt-Gray suggested beginning with the claim language to establish a foundation for the
      Profile.
    ▪ Dr. Armato would like the group to look at Section 3: Profile Details and to specifically focus on
      3.1 and 3.2.

Next steps
• Next call scheduled for: Friday, Jan 11th at 10 AM CT